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UK Market Snapshot 
UK markets finished higher yesterday, supported by gains in banking and mining sector 

stocks. Capital & Counties Properties jumped 8.3%, following reports that the investment arm 

of the luxury property developer, Nicholas Candy, is in early talks for a possible takeover offer 

for the company. Mind Gym climbed 8.2%, after it reported a rise in its interim revenue and 

raised its revenue forecast for the full year. On the contrary, Smith & Nephew plummeted 

8.9%, after the company announced the resignation of its Chief Executive Officer, Namal 

Nawana. Croma Security Solutions Group declined 4.3%, following a drop in its revenue and 

profit for the full year. GlaxoSmithKline fell 0.4%, after the drugmaker agreed to sell two travel 

vaccines to Danish biotechnology firm, Bavarian Nordic, for almost €1.0 billion. The FTSE 

100 advanced 0.2%, to close at 7,163.6, while the FTSE 250 rose 0.4%, to end at 20,308.8.  

US Market Snapshot 
US markets closed in positive territory yesterday, led by gains in technology and energy 

sector stocks, as signs of progress in the US-China trade talks lifted the investor sentiment. 

Coty soared 13.4%, after the company announced its plan to sell its professional beauty 

division as well as its Brazilian operations. Hewlett Packard Enterprise advanced 4.0%, 

following a rating upgrade on the stock to ‘Buy’ from ‘Underperform’. Alexion Pharmaceuticals 

rose 2.4%, after the company received an approval from the US Food and Drug 

Administration for a second use of its blood disorder drug, Ultomiris. Apple gained 1.7%, after 

a top broker raised its target price on the stock to $280.0 from $250.0. On the flipside, 

International Business Machines fell 1.1%, following a rating downgrade on the stock to 

‘Neutral’ from ‘Buy’. The S&P 500 gained 0.7%, to settle at 3,006.7. The DJIA rose 0.2%, to 

settle at 26,827.6, while the NASDAQ added 0.9%, to close at 8,163.0.  

Europe Market Snapshot 
European markets finished higher yesterday, lifted by gains in banking and technology sector 

stocks. Atlas Copco surged 9.4%, after the Swedish engineering firm’s third quarter earnings 

and order bookings topped analysts’ estimates. Sartorius jumped 8.7%, following a deal to 

acquire certain businesses in the Life Sciences segment of US-based Danaher, up 0.2%, for 

approximately $750.0 million. Tomra Systems climbed 7.9%, after reporting a rise in its third 

quarter revenues and gross margin. Wirecard advanced 5.6%, after the company hired audit 

firm KPMG to conduct an independent audit to address allegations by the newspaper, 

Financial Times. UBS Group rose 2.3%, following reports that the company is planning to cut 

nearly 40 banking jobs in the Asia-Pacific region. The FTSEurofirst 300 index gained 0.6%, to 

settle at 1,544.6. The German DAX Xetra rose 0.9%, to settle at 12,748.0, while the French 

CAC-40 added 0.2%, to close at 5,648.4.  

Asia Market Snapshot 
Markets in Asia are trading mostly higher this morning. Markets in Japan are closed today on 

account of a bank holiday. In Hong Kong, Galaxy Entertainment Group, Sands China and 

Geely Automobile Holdings have advanced 2.7%, 2.9% and 4.0%, respectively. Meanwhile, 

China Mobile, China Overseas Land & Investment and China Unicom Hong Kong have 

declined 1.4%, 2.1% and 3.7%, respectively. In South Korea, Shinsung Tongsang, Woori 

Financial Group and Hyundai Heavy Industries Holdings have risen 1.1%, 2.5% and 2.5%, 

respectively. Meanwhile, Netmarble, NCSoft and Samsung SDS have fallen 0.2%, 0.8% and 

1.5%, respectively. The Hang Seng index is trading 0.2% up at 26,771.0, while the Kospi 

index is trading 1.1% higher at 2,088.6. Yesterday, the Nikkei 225 index rose 0.2% to end the 

session at 22,548.9.  
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UK 

Note: All Estimates are for Full Year 

Key Corporate Releases Today Click here to open an account 

Company Name Results Currency Estimated EPS Estimated Revenue (Mn)

Whitbread Plc Interim GBP 2.12                          2,076.19                                  

Georgia Capital Plc Final GEL 2.11                          987.50                                     

Checkit Plc Interim GBP - 27.65                                        

Essensys Group Ltd Final GBP 0.02                          20.50                                        

Scotgems Plc/Fund Interim GBP - -

Smartspace Software Plc Interim GBP - -

Full Year Consensus
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Commodity, Currency and Bitcoin 

❑ At 0330GMT today, Brent crude oil one month futures contract is trading 0.12% or $0.07 lower at $58.89 per barrel, ahead of the 

American Petroleum Institute’s weekly oil inventory data, scheduled to be released later today. Yesterday, the contract declined 

0.77% or $0.46, to settle at $58.96 per barrel. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, Gold futures contract is trading 0.32% or $4.70 higher at $1487.10 per ounce. Yesterday, the contract declined 

0.39% or $5.80, to settle at $1482.40 per ounce, as a stronger greenback and gains in the US equity markets pushed the investors 

away from the safe haven asset. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, BTC is trading 0.05% higher against 

the USD at $8211.45. Yesterday, BTC advanced 3.27% 

against the USD to close at $8207.67. In major news, 

cryptocurrency exchange, Bitfinex has submitted a filing in 

a US court to subpoena a former banking executive of a 

trust company to recover over $850.0 million in frozen 

funds. In a key development, Chinese cryptocurrency 

hardware manufacturer, Bitmain announced a partnership 

with Canadian startup, DMG Blockchain Solutions, to help 

create a facility with potentially 300MW of power in Texas. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, the EUR is trading flat against the USD at $1.1150. Investors await the US existing home sales data for 

September, slated to be released later today. Yesterday, the EUR weakened 0.15% versus the USD, to close at $1.1150. On the 

data front, the German annual producer prices declined in September. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, the GBP is trading 0.13% higher against the USD at $1.2977, ahead of the UK public sector borrowings data 

for September, due in a few hours. Yesterday, the GBP weakened 0.18% versus the USD, to close at $1.2960, amid rising 

uncertainties surrounding the Brexit deal, after the speaker of the House of Commons, John Bercow, did not allow a meaningful 

vote on the British government's Brexit proposal. 
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To start trading Bitcoin Click Here 

Highly competitive and efficient international money transfers. Corporates sending multiple millions or private clients buying overseas properties, by using 

cutting edge technology we process your payments at very low rates and pass those savings on to you. 
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Can Currencyflo cut your cost? Call 020 3963 4960 or for more information www.currencyflo.com  
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FTSE All Share Index- Performance 

UK Top Sector Performers 

UK Worst Sector Performers 

German PPI dropped in September 

In Germany, the producer price index (PPI) dropped 0.10% on a YoY basis in September, compared to a rise of 0.30% in the prior month. 

Key Economic News  

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Life Insurance 7644.65 204.31 2.7% 7.5% 5.6%

Real Estate Investment & Services 2764.29 65.97 2.4% 8.2% 11.0%

Forestry & Paper 17674.27 354.61 2.0% -0.8% -13.3%

General Industrials 5752.41 97.28 1.7% -1.8% 2.0%

Industrial Transportation 2355.90 31.69 1.4% -1.0% -9.8%

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Health Care Equipment & Services 7919.16 -515.75 -6.1% -9.1% 19.9%

Automobiles & Parts 4229.23 -65.70 -1.5% -15.9% -45.8%

Personal Goods 38709.32 -466.71 -1.2% -6.3% 10.1%

Household Goods 16628.42 -183.48 -1.1% 0.1% 2.3%

Software & Computer Services 1962.12 -21.24 -1.1% 1.2% 12.3%

Click here to open an account 
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The Times 

Behave or profit share will be cut, 

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer partners 

told: Partners at one of the City’s elite law 

firms will be fined 20% of their annual profit 

share if their behaviour breaches a new 

“conduct protocol”. 

Company split pays off for M&G and 

Prudential: Prudential’s split into two 

separately listed businesses made a steady 

start as shares in the Asia-led insurance 

group and the division housing its fund 

management business rose on their first 

day of trading. 

Apple turns to City’s highest tower 

before lights go on at power station: 

Things are looking up for Apple, in one 

sense at least, even though it is still 

awaiting the completion of its new British 

headquarters. 

Entrepreneurs’ relief criticised by 

Institute for Fiscal Studies: An influential 

think tank has questioned the value of a tax 

break for entrepreneurs, saying that it does 

little to promote business investment and 

only makes wealthy people even richer. 

Teva’s ‘$23 billion settlement’ over 

opioid addiction crisis: An Israeli drug 

company accused of helping to fuel 

America’s opioid addiction crisis has laid 

out a framework for a global settlement 

deal. 

Wework is worth $8 billion, says 

Softbank: The leading investor in Wework 

has valued the company at as little as $8 

billion as it nears a decision on a rescue 

financing deal. 

Arch acts to calm fears that it is tenants’ 

enemy: The new landlord of thousands of 

small businesses based in railway arches 

across England and Wales has published a 

series of promises designed to allay 

concerns that its £1.5 billion property deal 

could damage tenants’ livelihoods. 

Affordable homes boost from Legal & 

General: Legal & General has committed 

£750 million to affordable housing projects 

in Britain, increasing its development 

pipeline to nearly 3,500 homes. 

Halliburton to cut costs after demand for 

shale fractures: The biggest oil services 

supplier to the North American fracking 

industry is planning further cost-cutting after 

reporting weak demand from shale 

producers and a drop in profits. 

Slater & Gordon settles £600 million 

fraud claim with Watchstone: A two-year, 

£600 million dispute between a consumer 

law firm and a technology company was 

settled on the court steps before the trial 

was due to begin. 

Boeing staff faced ‘undue pressure’ over 

737 Max jets: Almost 40% of the 523 

Boeing employees who worked on safety 

certifications before the launch of the 737 

Max perceived “potential undue pressure” 

from managers, including coercion and 

bullying, an internal report suggested at the 

time. 

Goals Soccer Centres ‘refused to play 

ball’ with Sports Direct: Mike Ashley has 

blamed the board of Goals Soccer Centres 

after deciding not to make a bid for the 

troubled five-a-side football operator. 

Asos back in vogue after analysts 

assess its health: A trading update from 

Asos last week confirmed that the online 

fashion retailer was “not broken, just 

bruised”, RBC decided. 

The Independent 

Renewable power generation to jump 

50% in five years – but it’s still not 

enough, says report: Power generation 

from renewable sources is set to jump 50% 

over the next five years, helped by a sharp 

increase in the number of solar panels on 

buildings, according to a report. 

Drug companies avoid landmark trial 

after $260 million opioid epidemic 

settlement: Four large drug companies 

reached a last-minute $260 million (£200.6 

million) legal settlement over their role in 

Newspaper Summary 

Share Tips, Bids and Rumours 

• The Times (Tempus share tips): Investors keen for swift and substantial capital growth might prefer to own Prudential shares; those 

seeking a reliable income might be better off with M&G. 

• The Guardian: The fund management and U.K. arm of Prudential has been valued at £5.7 billion on its first day of trading on the  

London Stock Exchange. 

• Daily Mail: Sirius Minerals has insisted there are no plans to take the business private following controversial comments made by its 

boss. 

• Daily Mail: GlaxoSmithKline is selling two anti-rabies vaccines to a Danish rival Bavarian Nordic for £822 million. 

• The Daily Telegraph: Endemol Shine is on the brink of a €2 billion takeover by television company Banijay. 

• The Times: Mike Ashley has blamed the board of Goals Soccer Centres after deciding not to make a bid for the troubled five-a-side 

football operator. 

• Financial Times: Coty is exploring the sale of its professional hair and nail products business, including Wella and Clairol, as it seeks to 

cut debt. 

• Financial Times: Hudson’s Bay Company, the Canadian department store business that also owns Saks Fifth Avenue, agreed to a  

buyout by a consortium of investors led by its chairman. 

• The Times (Comment): A vote for a Brexit deal doesn’t mean there will be an investment surge. 

Click here to open an account 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/business/prudential-and-m-g-divide-offers-something-for-everyone-2gnjhzn7b
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/oct/21/former-prudential-fund-management-and-uk-arm-valued-at-57bn-m-and-g-share-price-insurance
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/money/markets/article-7597489/Sirius-Minerals-insists-no-plans-business-private.html?ns_mchannel=rss&ns_campaign=1490&ito=1490
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/money/markets/article-7597533/GlaxoSmithKline-selling-two-anti-rabies-vaccines-Danish-rival-822m.html?ns_mchannel=rss&ns_campaign=1490&ito=1490
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2019/10/21/peaky-blinders-maker-endemol-shine-brink-takeover-french-firm/
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the U.S. opioid addiction epidemic, striking 

a deal with two Ohio counties to avert the 

first federal trial over the crisis. 

Bad outsourcing deals have cost U.K. 

taxpayers an ‘inexcusable’ £14.3 billion: 

Mistakes in the outsourcing of public 

services have cost U.K. taxpayers £14.3 

billion, according to analysis of official 

investigations that haven taken place in the 

past three years. 

Financial Times 

U.S. gives Chevron another three 

months in Venezuela: The U.S. 

government has given Chevron and four oil 

service providers permission to keep 

working in Venezuela for another three 

months, extending their exemption from oil 

sanctions that have hit the rest of the 

industry in the South American country to a 

full year. 

To Read More Click Here 

Halliburton to keep cutting costs in N 

America as shale boom cools: Halliburton 

pledged to keep cutting costs in its North 

American operations during the current 

quarter in news that propped up its share 

price and helped a softening outlook. 

To Read More Click Here 

Miner BHP plans $780 million provision 

over renewables switch: BHP, the world’s 

largest miner, said it expected to make a 

multimillion-pound provision this year due to 

a switch from coal to renewable sources of 

energy in Chile. 

To Read More Click Here 

Oil tanker rates to stay high until year-

end, says Euronav: Rates to hire oil 

supertankers are likely to remain very high 

until the end of the year, said the head of a 

major shipping operator, which could 

squeeze the profits of Asian refiners such 

as Sinopec and U.S. exporters such as 

Occidental Petroleum. 

To Read More Click Here 

Fidelity pulls $500 million from Ken 

Fisher’s investment group: Fidelity 

Investments has pulled $500 million from 

Fisher Investments, bringing the total 

withdrawals from the investment group to 

more than $1.8 billion after Ken Fisher 

made what were considered disparaging 

remarks about women earlier this month. 

To Read More Click Here 

Capital Group fund manager quits after 

BBC expose: One of Capital Group’s most 

senior investment managers resigned last 

month after an investigation by the BBC 

Panorama team alleged it uncovered 

evidence that he secretly bought shares for 

his own benefit in companies that were also 

owned by funds he ran. 

To Read More Click Here 

Candy brother eyes takeover of Earl’s 

Court owner: Candy Ventures, the 

investment vehicle of property developer 

Nicholas Candy, is in early talks over a 

potential cash takeover of Capital & 

Counties, the London-focused real estate 

company that owns Earl’s Court and 

Covent Garden. 

To Read More Click Here 

Citi signals confidence in post-Brexit 

London: The new head of Citigroup in 

Europe said he was confident that the City 

of London would retain its status as the 

region’s top financial centre regardless of 

the outcome of Brexit. 

To Read More Click Here 

KPMG eyes cost cuts with ‘Project 

Zebra’ plan: KPMG has drawn up plans to 

save £100 million in costs in a profit-

boosting exercise codenamed “Project 

Zebra”. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lansdowne thinks ‘idiotic’ bond prices 

will fall: Lansdowne Partners, one of 

Europe’s biggest and most influential hedge 

funds, is betting that financial markets are 

on the brink of a reversal that will see a big 

fall in “idiotic” bond prices, a slump in 

technology stocks and a revival in U.K. 

equities. 

To Read More Click Here 

Bridgewater fails to recoup losses from 

low bond yields: Bridgewater’s flagship 

fund has failed to recover the losses it 

suffered in August when government bond 

yields globally plummeted to multiyear lows. 

To Read More Click Here 

Santander to launch online deposit 

platform in U.S.: Santander is preparing to 

launch a nationwide platform to attract 

online deposits in the U.S. that will rival 

Goldman Sachs’s Marcus offering as the 

Spanish bank seeks to lower its funding 

costs. 

To Read More Click Here 

Knight Frank profits plunge as political 

turmoil takes toll: Brexit and wider political 

tensions including the U.S.-China trade war 

contributed to an 11% drop in pre-tax profits 

at estate agency Knight Frank in the year to 

March. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.K. venture capital arm to write ‘big 

cheques’ for tech: The state-owned British 

Business Bank’s venture capital arm will 

“write big cheques” to support the country’s 

tech sector, as Brexit squeezes funding 

from the EU. 

To Read More Click Here 

StanChart’s Bill Winters set to take pay 

cut: Bill Winters, the Chief Executive of 

Standard Chartered, is planning to accept a 

voluntary pay cut as the bank seeks to draw 

a line under a dispute over his pension 

allowance, according to people briefed on 

the matter. 

To Read More Click Here 

Matthieu Pigasse to leave Lazard to start 

own venture: Matthieu Pigasse, the 

longstanding head of France for Lazard and 

co-owner of Le Monde newspaper, has 

resigned from the financial advisory and 

asset management company. 

To Read More Click Here 

GSK agrees €1 billion sale of two 

vaccines: GlaxoSmithKline has sold two 

travel vaccines to a Danish biotechnology 

company for almost €1 billion as it 

refocuses on its most profitable and 

innovative products. 

To Read More Click Here 

Smith & Nephew Chief to step down 

over low pay: Namal Nawana has quit as 

Chief Executive of Smith & Nephew after 18 

months because the U.K. medical devices 

company could not meet his pay demands. 

To Read More Click Here 

Sony sets out to prove worth of its 

medical business: When Sony last week 

returned to Japan’s biggest consumer 

electronics show for the first time in six 

Click here to open an account 
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years, its booth stood out for the products 

that were missing. 

To Read More Click Here 

VW rethinks Turkish facility following 

Syria offensive: Volkswagen is facing a 

race against the clock to secure a new 

production site for its bestselling Passat 

sedan and the Skoda Superb, after 

suspending plans to open a new plant in 

Turkey. 

To Read More Click Here 

Endemol Shine set for sale to French 

entertainment group: Banijay, the French 

entertainment group, is close to buying 

Endemol Shine for about €2 billion, ending 

a drawn-out contest for the maker of series 

such as Big Brother, Peaky Blinders and 

Black Mirror, said people with direct 

knowledge of the negotiation. 

To Read More Click Here 

Global to launch breaking news radio 

station: Global Media is launching the 

U.K.’s first nationally broadcast radio station 

devoted exclusively to breaking news, as 

one of Europe’s largest radio companies 

goes after a greater chunk of the BBC’s 

audience. 

To Read More Click Here 

Wirecard appoints KPMG for 

independent review of accounting: 

German payments company Wirecard has 

hired big four accountant KPMG to review 

questions over its accounting practices that 

were raised by whistleblowers and reported 

by the Financial Times. 

To Read More Click Here 

Stamps.com soars on UPS shipping 

deal: Stamps.com rallied more than 20% 

after UPS said it had partnered with the 

company to provide discounted shipping 

rates to customers. 

To Read More Click Here 

Saks Fifth Avenue owner Hudson’s Bay 

agrees buyout deal: Hudson’s Bay 

Company, the Canadian department store 

business that also owns Saks Fifth Avenue, 

agreed to a buyout by a consortium of 

investors led by its Chairman, in a deal that 

would allow it to navigate an increasingly 

challenging retail and real estate market out 

of the public spotlight. 

To Read More Click Here 

Coty plans sale of professional beauty 

division: Cosmetics maker Coty is 

exploring the sale of its professional hair 

and nail products business, including Wella 

and Clairol, as it seeks to cut debt and 

simplify its structure after a series of 

setbacks at the company. 

To Read More Click Here 

Dean & DeLuca’s Thai owner Pace 

defaults on $86 million of debt: The Thai 

company that owns the distressed U.S. 

grocery and café chain Dean & DeLuca 

said that it had defaulted on Bt2.6 billion 

($86 million) worth of debt, sending its 

shares down sharply in Bangkok.  

To Read More Click Here 

Turnround specialist to leave Treasury 

Wine Estates: Treasury Wine Estates 

Chief Executive Michael Clarke said that he 

would retire from the Australian producer 

late next year, sending the company’s 

shares down by more than a tenth.  

To Read More Click Here 

IBM researchers dismiss Google 

‘quantam supremacy’ claim: Google is 

wrong to claim it has reached a turning 

point in the history of computing by being 

the first to achieve “quantum supremacy”, 

according to researchers at IBM. 

To Read More Click Here 

WeWork founder trades voting power to 

back SoftBank rescue: Adam Neumann, 

the flamboyant co-founder of WeWork, is 

favouring a $9.5 billion rescue proposal 

from his largest investor that would pay him 

about $200 million to cede his outsize 

voting power and chairmanship of the crisis

-hit property company. 

To Read More Click Here 

Infosys shares fall after whistleblower 

allegations: Indian IT company Infosys’s 

U.S.-listed shares tumbled 13% after 

whistleblowers alleged they had evidence 

of unethical practices at the outsourcing 

giant. 

To Read More Click Here 

Gojek co-founder leaves to join 

Indonesia’s new cabinet: The Chief 

Executive officer and co-founder of Gojek, 

an Indonesian start-up backed by China’s 

Tencent, will leave the ride-hailing company 

to join Joko Widodo’s cabinet as the 

President starts his second term. 

To Read More Click Here 

Maersk unexpectedly raises profit 

guidance despite trade tensions: AP 

Moller-Maersk unexpectedly raised its profit 

guidance for this year despite trade 

tensions weighing on the world’s largest 

container shipping group. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lex:  

Capital & Counties/Brexit: Candy crush: 

Upside for City office properties is clear if 

London banking exodus fails to happen. 

To Read More Click Here 

Just Eat/Takeaway.com: unjustified 

adjustments: Number crunchers tweak 

metrics to improve the bottom line. 

To Read More Click Here 

Micro Focus/Open Text: small peer: 

London-listed software group was built by 

acquisitions. But more purchases will be 

difficult. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lombard: 

Executive pay: shareholders ensure the 

days of excess are over: “Overpaid, 

oversexed, and over here.” It used to be 

said of U.S. soldiers stationed in wartime 

Britain. But it can now be said of U.S. 

executives in Britain getting above their 

station. Well, two-thirds of it can, at least — 

judging by Monday’s news. Bill Winters, 

formerly of Connecticut and Wall Street, 

may have his total pay cut at London-listed 

bank Standard Chartered. And Namal 

Nawana, formerly of New Jersey’s Johnson 

& Johnson and Alere of Massachusetts, is 

leaving Watford-based medical group Smith 

& Nephew over his pay demands. It seems 

shareholders in public companies have 

become less forgiving than wartime 

publicans. 

To Read More Click Here 

The Daily Telegraph 

Peaky Blinders maker Endemol Shine on 

brink of takeover by French firm Banijay: 

Masterchef  and Peaky Blinders maker 

Endemol Shine is on the brink of a €2 billion 
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(£1.7 billion) takeover by television 

company Banijay, in a deal which will 

give the French a major slice of Britain’s 

independent production industry. 

Treasury told to review watchdog’s 

handling of Woodford saga: 

Campaigners have demanded a "root and 

branch" investigation by the Treasury into 

the City watchdog's handling of the 

Woodford failure amid concerns the 

regulator is shirking its responsibilities.  

Cheap energy storage for renewables in 

sight as Highview Power launches five 

U.K. plants: A British start-up company is 

to build Europe’s biggest energy storage 

plant, slashing costs to once unthinkable 

levels and marking a watershed moment in 

the quest for cheap renewable electricity 

around the clock. 

Facebook to add label to state-backed 

news sites in attempt to battle foreign 

election meddling: Facebook will apply 

labels to news websites such as the 

Kremlin-backed broadcaster Russia Today 

in an attempt to prevent foreign interference 

in future elections. 

U.K. esports firm Gfinity see revenues 

almost double to £7.9 million: A surge in 

the popularity of professional video game 

tournaments has helped almost 

double revenues at British esports firm 

Gfinity. 

Russian hackers disguised cyber 

attacks using Iranian spying gang: 

Russian hackers hid their efforts to attack 

organisations in the U.K. and other 

countries around the world by pretending to 

be a rival Iranian hacking group. 

Auditors earning millions advising 

clients on diversity are full of old white 

men, watchdog finds: Accountants are 

still overwhelmingly run by white men and 

lag behind other industries on promoting 

women and ethnic minority candidates - 

despite raking in millions of pounds from 

offering advice on diversity to other 

companies. 

Daily Mail 

American suitor moves to allay fears 

over its £4 billion deal for defence firm 

Cobham: Advent International, which 

agreed to scoop up Cobham for £4 billion in 

September, is negotiating a list of 

commitments designed to allay fears that 

the deal will threaten British jobs. 

Sirius Minerals insists there are no plans 

to take business private following 

controversial comments made by its 

Boss: Chris Fraser last week suggested 

the company, which plans to build a £4 

billion potash mine under the North York 

Moors National Park, may be better off 

quitting the stock market. 

Embattled loan platform Funding Circle 

steadies the ship after turbulent year as 

it hits record £3.7billion of lending: The 

company, which lends to small and medium

-sized businesses, said its loans under 

management hit a record £3.7 billion in the 

last three months, up by almost a third on 

the same period last year. 

Just Eat sees a sales surge despite 

'softer consumer spending' as it cooks 

up merger with rival Takeaway.com: The 

food delivery company saw sales jump 25% 

to £247.5 million in the three months to 

September, although this represented a 

slowdown from the prior half-year. 

Tesla given the green light to build 

electric cars at its £1.6 billion factory in 

China and aims to build 250,000 vehicles 

a year there: The American firm has been 

added to a government list of approved 

automotive manufacturers, China's industry 

ministry said. 

The Scottish Herald 

First female RBS Chief Executive to take 

over 'challenging figures': Royal Bank of 

Scotland Chief Ross McEwan will bow out 

with a final set of numbers before handing 

over the reins to the lending giant's first 

female Chief Executive. 

The Scotsman 

Edinburgh's Ecometrica joins £5 million 

space programme: Edinburgh-based 

satellite mapping technology company 

Ecometrica has signed up to a national 

programme to access expertise from what 

is billed as one of Britain’s top space 

research institutions. 

Aberdeenshire couple to create 25 jobs 

with six-figure investment in Kintore 

businesses: An Aberdeenshire couple is 

set to create up to 25 jobs amid ambitious 

plans to expand two separate businesses. 

Bellshill depot launch to double Scots 

arm of recycler Shredall: Waste and 

recycling company Shredall SDS Group is 

launching a Bellshill depot as it seeks to up 

headcount and double revenues at its 

Scottish operations. 

Legal nod for CYBG rebrand to Sir 

Richard Branson's Virgin Money: 

Clydesdale Bank owner CYBG is 

commencing its transition to Sir Richard 

Branson's Virgin Money brand, which will 

see the banking group's centuries-old name 

disappear from the high street. 

Begbies Traynor swoops on small firms 

sale specialist: Begbies Traynor, the 

insolvency firm with five Scottish offices, 

has swooped on a small business sale 

agency in a deal worth up to £5.6 million. 

Retailers to stop selling Christmas 

crackers with plastic gifts: John Lewis 

and Waitrose have announced this 

Christmas will be the last time they will be 

selling crackers with plastic toys inside. 
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CFD and Spread betting Risk Warning 
All trading involves risk. Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 76% of retail 
investor accounts lose money when trading spread bets and CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how spread bets 
and CFDs work, and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. Professional clients can lose more than they deposit.  
 
Shares Risk Warning  
The value of stocks and shares, and the income from them, can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the full amount you originally invested. Past 
performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 
  
If you are unsure about dealing in shares and other equity investments, you should contact your financial adviser as these types of investments 
may not be suitable for everyone. 
  
Disclaimer 
Any research has been produced by an independent third party provider. Further details can be provided on request.  
Any report has been prepared using information available from public sources, which are believed to be reliable as at the date of this report. However, 
Guardian Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of this report. This 
report should therefore not be relied on as accurate or complete. The facts and opinions on this report are subject to change without notice. Guardian 
Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider have no obligation to modify or update this report in the event that any information on this 
report becomes inaccurate. 
  
Any report is prepared for informational purpose only, with no recommendation or solicitation to buy or to sell. The background of any individual or other 
investor has not been considered in providing this report. Individuals and other investors should seek independent financial advice which considers their 
specific risks, objectives and specific constraints, and make their own informed decisions. Individuals and other investors should note that investing in shares 
carries a degree of risk and the value of investments can go up or down. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Investments 
should be made with regard to an investor’s total portfolio. Guardian Stockbrokers, its independent third party provider and its employees make no 
representation or guarantee with regard to any investment noted on this report, and shall therefore not be liable with regard to any loss.  
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